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beam or falling weight deflectometer G\ryD) surface deflection
measurements. Alaska has developed quantitative methods of
establishing load restrictions based on measurements of pave-
ment surface deflections, Most states use experience and judg-

ment to determine the appropriate posted load limits for spring

thaw conditions.

In Pennsylvania, the use of load-limit posting goes beyond
the seasonal load restrictions employed by some states. The
reason is that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is responsi-

ble for 44,000 miles of roadway, approximately two-thirds of
which are classified as collector or local roads, In most states

such lower volume roadways would be the responsibility of
local govemment agencies, Because many of the secondary

roads have a structural capacity that is inadequate to carry
heavy loadi without extensive maintenance, Pennsylvania has

the authority to post load limits during any time of the year.

Currently the state has a uniform, load-restriction policy: when
load limits are imposed, they are always set at 10 tons GVW.

A major factor in the consideration of axle load limits on a

particular roadway is the cost associated with the pavement

deterioration caused by each vehicle. For occasional overloads,
permits can be purchased. Similarly, if vehicles heavier than

the posted limit use the road for an extended period of time,
proper bonds may be required. At present, both types of fee are

determined on the basis of experience.

The posting of load limits on the basis of GVW poses a
fundamental problem. The load from the vehicle is transmitted
through the axle tires, and the load applied by each tire depends
on the number of tires per axle. Tandem and triple axles have
more tires than have single axles, so they can carry a heavier
load while puttìng as much stress on the pavement as a lighter-
loaded single axle. Because the performance is related more
accurately to axle loads and axle types than to GWV, the
posting of load limits should be based on a maximum load for a

given axle type.

The objective of this research proje.ct was to develop a

rational and comprehensive guideline for the posting of load
limits. The procedure had to be capable of evaluating the load-
carrying capacity of pavements and of determining the appro-
priate damage cost to be assigned to heavy vehicles. The
resea¡ch effort resulted in the development of a comprehensive
procedure for the evaluation of axle load limits. This pro-
cedure, which was developed for a microcomputer, uses deflec-
tion measurements from either a road rater or an FWD to
determine the expected pavement life for different axle load
limits. In addition, the program determines the percentage of
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The development of rational guidelines for the posting of load
limits in Pennsylvania is presented. A theoretical analysis was
conducted to evaluate the effect of axle loads under a variety of
conditions that considered various load magnitudes and con-
figurations for different pavement thicknesses and material
properties. It was found that axle configuration (i.e., single-,
tandem-, and triple-axle assemblies) did not significantly affect
pavement response, provided that the load per tire remained
the same. A perfolmance model based on present ser-
viceability index was developed that related pavement perfor'
mance to calculated subgrade strain. In order to accommodate
Pennsylvania's deflection-measuring equipment, a procedure
was developed that determines the subgrade strain from mea-
surements taken with either the road rater or the falling
weight deflectometer. A microcomputer program was written
that incorporates the new procedure and includes a default
traffic stream that is typical of secondary roads. The program
generates information concerning predicted years to failure
for different load limits. In addition, simple charts were de-

veloped to allow engineers to conduct a load.limit analysis in
the absence of deflectlon measurements and to determine pave-
ment damage responsibility for different axle loads. Results of
an example application of the procedure indicate more damage
responsibility for heavy loads on thin pavements than on thick
pavements, as would be expected. However, cost allocation
based on marginal pavement damage can be misleading tf the
lnitial cost of construction is not considered. The load-limit
analysis procedure presented in this paper can be a valuable
tool in the evaluation of axle load limits and axle damage
responsibility.

Every state has specified the maximum legal load limit for a

single axle, for a tandem axle, and for maximum gross vehicle
weight (GVS). Often, however, roads do not have adequate

structural capacity to carry axle loads at the legal load limit for
all or part of the year. In the spring when the ground is thawing,
these pavements have significantly reduced bearing capacity. In
addition, for many roads the expense of importing non-frost-
susceptible materials is prohibitive. To deal with this problem,
many legal codes allow for the posting of load limits below the

state's legal maximum.
This reduction (posting) of legal load limits on roads during

the spring-thaw period is employed in 17 U.S. states and

Canadian provinces (1). Some of the states employ deflection-
measurement equipment to determine when the road is in its
worst condition. The Washington State Department of Trans-
portation (WSDOT) uses load restrictioru that are based pri-
marily on experience and, occasionally, on either Benkelman
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total damage resulting from each axle load, so that estimates of
damage responsibility can be made. For cases in which the user
does not have deflection-measurement information, simple fig-
ures were developed to provide the engineer with results for
typical pavement conditions.

REVIEW OF CURRENT PRACTICE

Load-Limit Posting Practices in Pennsylvania

The establishment of truck-axle weight restrictions below the
legal load limits is authorized by Section 4902 of the Pennsyl-
vania Motor Vehicle Code. Under this law, Commonwealth and
local authorities may impose restrictions on the weight or size
of vehicles allowed to operate on a particular route whenever it
is determined that, without such restrictions, excessive damage
may occur to the road. Section 4902 also authorizes Common-
wealth and local authorities to issue permits allowing the
movement of vehicles that exceed the limits of size and weight,
and to require sufficient security to cover the cost of repairing
the pavement damage caused by the movement of heavy vehi-
cles. The procedure for bonding the roadway is usually as

follows:

1, The operator who wishes to haul amounts in excess of the
posted load limit notifies the state department of transportation;

2. The department inspects the roadway, so that future
damage (caused primarily by the operator) will be recognized;

3. The operator posts a bond, indicating the obligation to
maintain the road in a suitable condition; and

4. The department periodically inspects the road for opera-
tor compliance.

Even though the procedure requires a significant amount of
manpower from the department to be implemented, there are

some offsetting benef,ts to the department. For example, the
operators will typically contract out the required maintenance
work on their own, thereby reducing the amount of mainte-
nance work required by department forces, Also, as each opera-
tor is financially responsible for his own road, he is more
careful to monitor his truck loads and reduce hauling when the
pavement is in a condition with poor bearing capacity.

In Pennsylvania, the maintenance districts enforce a 1.0-ton
gross vehicle weight limit for posted roads. Chapter 15 of the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PenirDOT) M ain-
tenance Manual establishes a uniform, statewide policy on
hauling in excess of posted load limits (2). This loadlimit
specification was selected on the basis of engineering judgment
and experience. Most posting in the districts is done on a

permanent (year-round) basis, although seasonal posting of
some routes is practiced.

Although the establishment of load restrictions on the basis
of gross vehicle weight is convenient from the standpoint of
implementatiorL it is fundamentally incorrect. The load from a

vehicle is transmitted through the axle tires, and the number of
tires per axle significantly affects the loads transmitted to the
pavement, Consequently, pavement response is more directly
related to the tire loads imposed on the pavement surface than
to gross vehicle weight. It is therefore more rational to deter-
mine load limits on the basis of axle loads and number of tires
per axle.
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DEYELOPMENT OF LOAD.LIMIT ANALYSIS
PROCEDURE

Analysis of Axle Loads and Configurations

An important objective of this project was the analysis of the
effect of axle-load distribution on pavement response. This
analysis was conducted by examining theoretical solutions of a

linear-elastic, pavement-analysis computer program called
BISAR (3). With this program the effect of changing load
magnitude or load configuration for a variety of pavement
conditions could be evaluated in a practical and rational way.

A threeJayer pavement structure (surface, base, and sub-
grade) was selected for the analysis because it is representative
of typical pavements for secondary roads in Perursylvania.
Three different levels (associated with low, mediun¡ and high
values) were chosen for various pavement parameters (surface

thickness, surface modulus, base thickness, base modulus, and

subgrade modulus). Because of the importance of load magni-
tude in this study, five different levels were selected for this
variable. The levels of all variables were selected with equal
differences between levels in order to satisfy certain criteria in
the statistical analysis of the data. The values chosen for the
different factor levels (Table 1) represented a broad range of
pavement and loading conditions, and include the range of
surface and base thicknesses typically found in Pennsylvania.
The possible combinations of all values of all factors (a full
factorial) result in 35 times 5, or 1,215 observations for each
axle configuration, The pavement surface deflections, the hori-
zontal strain at the bottom of the asphalt concrete layer, and the
vertical straìn at the top of the subgrade were calculated for all
of the factorial combinations. These pavement-response vari-
ables were determined for single-, tandem-, and triple-axle
conflgurations.

A detailed analysis of the pavement-response study is re-
ported elsewhere (4,5) and is too long to repeat here. It was
found that axle configuration (i.e., single-, tandem-, and triple-
axle assemblies) did not significantþ affect theoretical pave-
ment response, provided that the load per tire remained the
same. It was therefore decided to use load per tire as the
principal factor in developing a loadlimit analysis procedwe.

Following the analysis of axle loads, a performance model
based on present serviceability index (PSI) was developed that
related pavement performance to calculated subgrade strain,
The performance is given by

logt¡ Nr = 4.508 - 436.992 (e"r) + 0.o92 (II, + Ht)
+ 0.141 (PSIj * TSI) - 0.014 [TSI(//1 + H, +fu)]

+ 3.3821o916 (111 + Hù - 0.319 logls

I(PSI, * Hr) + ll - 1.987 logls (TSI * H1)

- 0.299H2 - 0.00018P + 0.041 (Ht * Hz)

R2 = 0.758 SEE = 0.283 N = 568 observations (l)

where

Nx = number of applications of axle load X,
t"s = maximum subgrade vertical strain,
Hr = surface layer thickness (in.),
H2 = base layer thickness (in.),
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TABLE 1 LEVELS OF VARIABLES USED IN THE STUDY

Variable Leve I s Units

Load (all dual Eires)

(a) Single Axle

(b) Tandem Axle

(c) Triple Axle

Surface Thickness -TI

Surface Modulus -El

Granular Base Thickness

Granular Base Modules -

Subgrade Modules - E3

6; L2; l8; 24;

12;24;36;48;

lB; 36; 54; 72;

l; 5.5; l0

80 x lO3; 540 x

1000 x 103

3; 9; l5

l0 x 103; 40 x

70 x 103

3xt03; l0x

l7 x 103

30

60

90

r03

kips

kips

kips

inches

psi

inche s

psi

psi

- "t2

E2 103

103

H3 = subbase layer thickness (in.),

PSIj = initial present serviceability index,

TSI = terminal serviceability index, and

P = load per tire (lb).

In order to accommodate Pennsylvania's defl ection-measur-

ing equipment, a procedr¡re was developed that estimates the

subgrade strain directly from deflection measurements taken

with either the road rater or the FWD' [r the development of
the procedure, theoretical displacements for the road rater and

FWD loading conditions were determined from multilayer lin-
ear elastic theory (, 6).For the road rater, a loading frequency

of 25 Hz and a peak-to-peak displacement of 0'1 in. were

assumed in the calculation of theoretical surface displacements'

These assumed values for frequency and peak-to-peak dis-

placement result in a peak-to-peak force of 500 lb and are those

normally used by PennDOT when road rater deflection mea-

surements are taken. Theoretical displacements were deter-

mined at four different positions corresponding to the four
sensors of the road rater, which are spaced at 1-ft intervals.

For the FWD, a load level of 9,000 lb, applied through a

circular plate of 5.9-in. radius, was assumed in the computation

of theoretical surface displacements. The displacements were

determined at seven different positions, corresponding to the

seven sensors of the FWD, assuming a 1-ft spacing between

sensors,

The theoretical displacements calculated by BISAR for the

road rater and FWD loading conditions, and for each combina-

tion of layer moduli and thickness included in the factorial
study presented earlier, were subsequently correlated with the-

oretical strain values associated with various axle loads and

axle configurations. The regression equations obtained are

given in Table 2.

FRAMEWORK FOR ESTABLISHING LOAD
RESTRICTIONS

With the development of the strain versus deflection relation-

ships and the formulation of a strain-based performance model,
a rational framework for evaluating load restrictions was de-

veloped (see Figure 1). In the load-limit analysis procedure,

deflection measurements taken with either the road rater or the

FWD are used to estimate subgrade compressive strains caused

by various axle loads in the traffic stream. The axle-load

distribution provided by the pavement engineer is converted to

an equivalent, tire-load distribution, and the number of allow-
able applications for each tire load present in the traffic stream

is determined from the performance model. By going through a

procedure in which the cumulative pavement damage is suc-

cessively calculated as ti¡e loads of increasing magnitude in the

traffic stream are considered, a curve such as that shown in
Figure 2 can be constructed. The determination of load limits
for posting can then be made by specifying a minimum time
that a road must remain in service before rehabilitation is

allowed.

The curve shown in Figure 2 will vary depending on pave-

ment structural condition and on the characteristics of the

traffic stream for the road segment under consideration, In the

procedure, pavement structural condition is evaluated from
deflection measurements. The traffic distribution must be

provided by the pavement engineer. Unfortunately, this infor-
mation is usually not available or is not collected on a regular
basis, particularly for secondary roads. These types of roads are

the ones that are most often posted in Pennsylvania, Conse-

quently, efforts were made during the study to define typical
traffic distributions for secondary roads, information that can

be used in the absence of actual data.
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TABLE 2 RELATIONSHIPS FOR ESTIMATING SUBGRADE COMPRESSIVE STRAIN FROM
DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS

log16(Er")x,Ft¡D = -4'273 + 0.433 log16 (t.i1 - w2)

+0,560 log1g (W1 + 2\tZ + 2ti3 + w4)

-t.799 loglg(H1+H2) + 0.9I2 log19 (P¡i.s)¡

+0.122 vllt * 0.285 .t\2

R2 = 0.97i5 SEE = 0.088 N = 3645 obs

logl6(E"")*,RR = -2.784 + 0.498 tog,1g (t'I1 - 1./2)

+0,477 lo916 (l'11 + 2\tZ + 2W3 + ti¡4)

-0.948 .,21t1 + H2 + 0.9l2llog16(P¡i¡¿)¡

+0.097 H1 + 0.673.,21t2

R2 = 0.9703 SEE=0.090 N=3645obs

where

(e"")y,F1¿D =

/- \ _\Lzzlx,RR

Wi

H1

H2

(Prire)x

5t t

vertical compressive strain

tire load X, computed using

vertical compressive strain

load X, computed using Road

measured deflectíon aL the

device used, inches

surface layer thickness, inches

base layer !hickness, inches

tire load, lb

standard error of estimate

at top of subgrade due to

FWD measured def lections

at top of subgrade due to tire

Rater measured deflections

ith sensor of the deflection

DETERMINATION OF TYPICAL TRAFF'IC
DISTRIBUTIONS

PennDOT was contacted to determine the availability of data
on axle-weight distribution for secondary roads. For these
classes of roads, it was found that PennDOT has data on traffic
counts broken down by vehicle type but very litrle information
on vehicle axle-weight characteristics. Collection of axle-
weight data is mainly done on the primary routes (Interstate
and principal arterials), but very little information is gathered
on the secondary routes (minor arterials and local roads).

However, W-3 tables for the 1982 to 1984 period for local
roads were obtained from PennDOT. These tables were based
on survey data from three survey stations located on secondary
roads in the state. The tables provide information on average

vehicle weights by type of vehicle and for both loaded and

empty conditions. Additional information was obtained from a

truck-weight case study conducted by FHWA in a year-long
study in 1980 to I98I (7).

Tables provided by FIIWA showing the distribution of gross

vehicle weights among the various axles were used, together
with the data available on average gross vehicle weights, to
establish distributions of axle loadings for secondary routes.
The axleload distributions were converted to equivalent tire-
load distributions by dividing each axle load by the appropriate
number of tires per axle. Figures 3 and 4 show cumulative
distributions for tire loads as determined from PennDOT data
on local roads. Figure 3 shows the tire-load distribution for
loaded vehicles, while Figure 4 shows the distribution when
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NCN-DESTRUCiIVE 1-3TiNG CF F!5XlEL- PAVEvIENTS

. DEFLSCTION N1EÀSURSVE)IiS
I

TRAF-IC CHARACTERIZAiICN

¡ DETERMINAIìON OF AXL5 LOÂD DISïRlBUTl0N

SiRUCiURAL EVALUÀiiON

. DETERMINATICN OF SiRAINS FOR VARIOUS
TIRE LOADS FñOM DEirSCTlCN iVIEASUREMENTS

OUÏPUT

. YEARS TO FAILURE VERSUS
TIRE LOAD LIMIT CURVES

. OAIIIAGE PfR UNIT APPLICA.
TION VERSUS LOAD PEN TIRE

CU RVES

FIGURE 1 Rational framework for evaluating
load restrictions.

FIGURE 2 Selection of load limit
based on minimum time to next
rehabilitâtion.

both empty and loaded vehicles ars considered. A loadlimit
analysis of both distributions showed that the results were
similar because the predicted pavement perfoÍnance was dom-
inated by the loaded vehicles-information that appeared in
both distributions. In the absence of site-specific traffic survey
data, the cumulative, tire-load distribution given in Figure 3 is
provided as a default in the load-limit analysis procedure.

However, the pavement engineer is cautioned not to use the

default load distributions indiscriminately because they may be

significantly different from the actual traffic conditions. Actual
truck traffic count and weight surveys for characterizing the
traffic stream are strongly recommended.

In the load-limit analysis procedure, the given traffic vol-
ume, æurual average daily traffic (AADT) remains constant as

different load limits are considered. For example, in reference

to Figure 3, if the AADT is set at 1,000 vehicles/day, and a load
limit of 4,000 lb/tire is being considered, the procedure will
distribute the 1,000 vehicles/day according to the load-distribu-
tion figure for loads less than or equal to 4,000 lb. This is a

simplifying assumption that does not consider a shift in the
load-distribution curve for different load limits. However, if the
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åroø2o253035404550
TIRE LOAD (x ICO lbs )

FIGURE 3 Cumulative tireload distribution
(loaded vehicles).

5lol52Î2a2A35144450
TtRf LCAD (x ICO lbs.)

FIGURE 4 Cumulative tire-load distribution
(loaded and empty vehicles).

user has information conceming the shifted, load-distribution
curve, this information can be input directly and used in the
procedure.

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM
AND GENERAL CHART FOR LOAD.LIMIT
ANALYSIS

The loadlimit analysis procedure discussed here has been

implemented in a computer program. The program is interac-
tive and is suitable for use on a microcomputer.

The program requires deflection measurements made with
either the road rater or the FWD. Information on tireload
distribution, if available, can also be entered in the program.
Otherwise, the default tìreload distribution presented in Figure
3 is used for the loadlimit analysis. Output from the program
includes a plot of the years to failure versus load per tire cwve,
and a plot of the inverse of the number of allowable applica-
tions before failure (1/N¡) versus load/tire. Figures 5, 6, and 7
illustrate sample program output, Figure 6 is used to evaluate
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DISÎRICT NO. 2
COUNTY l¡t
LEGISLAÎIVE ROUÎE NO. L I35
IITIEEL PATII 1

DEFLECTION DEVICE USED IS ROAD RÀTER
NUIIBER OF DEFLECTION BASINS TAKEN IS IO

TIRE LOAD DISTRIEUTION
TIRE LOAD DAILY APPTICATIONS

BEGINNIIË JOB STAUCN OOII+OO
ENDING JOB STATION OOI3+25
I,IÀINTENANCE CLASS A
LANE RIGHT

298.00000000

500.00
r500.00
2500.00
3500.00
4500 .0 0
5000.00

r00.00
70.00
40.00
30.00
28.00
30.00

TOTAL DAILY LOAD APPLICATIONS (BOTË DIRECTIONS) =
BASIN STATION INDEX FOR LOAÐ LIüIT ANATJYSIS 3
BASIN STATION ID OO1I+50
IJATER I THTCKNESS 3.OO
LÀIER 2 ÎHICKNESS 4.OO
CURRENT PSI 3.50
ÎER¡IINAL SERVICEABILITY INDEX 1.50

FrGU{E 5. sample output from LOaDLIM (data on tlre-load distrlbution)
entered as inputs.

ÎIRE ÍJOAD LII,IIT (1bs} VS YEARS TO FAILI'RE O()I1+50

0.00 2.00 ¡¡.00 6.00 8.00 10.00

2000 .

3000

¡1000 .

5000 .

6000 . I

SCALE FAC$OR OF X: E 0 SCATE FAE¡OR O? T: E O

FIGURE ó, Sam-ple ouþur from LOADLIM: plot of Ioad per tlre
versus number of years to failure.
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TIRE LOAD LIMIT (Lbs) VS r/Nf 00tt+50

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000 :.........:.........:
SCALE FACTOR OF X: E

the sensitivity of pavement design life to load limit. As illus-
trated in Figure 2, the user may have a desired minimum time
before rehabilitation and can determine the load limit appropri-
ate for that time to failure. Figure 7 indicates the fraction of
total damage caused by one load application of an axle with a

given load per tire. This figure can be used to determine
damage resporsibility for different axle loads and is discussed
in more detail in the next section. The program also creates a

file called DEF.OUT (Figure 8) containing the deflection mea-
surements entered by the user and a plot of Sensor 1 deflections
versus station index. This plot is generated if three or more
deflection basin measurements are entered by the user.

Inasmuch as deflection data may not always be available to
the pavement engineer, a chart @igure 9) has been prepared
that allows load limits .based on a qualitative evaluation of

pavement structural condition to be determined. In the develop-
ment of the chart, the assumed values of larger moduli and
thicknesses for medium- and poor-quality pavements were
characterized as follows:

Pavement Condition

Variable Medíum Poor

Asphalrlayer modúus (psi) 300,000 150,000
Base modulus (psi) 35,000 15,000
Subgrade modulus (psi) 6,500 3,000
Surface-layer thickness (in.) 3.5 1.5
Base thickness (in.) 5.0 4.0

The tire-load distribution assumed is that presented in Figure 3.

The general chart and the computer program form a com-
plete package, which allows the pavement engineer to conduct

0 SCALE FACTOR OF Y: E -5

FIGURE 7 Sample output from LOADLIM: Plot of load per tire versus damage per
unit load application.
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DISTRICT NO. 2
COUÑTY 14
LEGISLATIVE ROUTE NO, L I35
WHEÉL PATI{ 1

DEFLECTION DEVICE USED IS FWD
NÛMBER OP DEFLECTION EASINS TAKE}J IS

BEGINI'IING JOB ST{TICII OOII+OO
ENDING JOB STATION OO]3+25
MÀINTENÀNCE CLASS A
L.ANE RIGHT

10

PLOT OF MAXIMUM DEFLECTION VS. STATION NO.

0.00 r.00 2.00 3.00
1:.......,*:.,.......:. ..:.....
2
2*
4*-
5. *
6i
7,
I
9.

10 *

SCALE ¡'ÀCTOR OF K: E 0 SCALE FACTOR OF y: E -2

ï::I ::i:lgl_I: :::_11__ DEF #2 DEF f3 DEF #4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

IO

001I+00
0011+25
0011+50
0011+75
0012+00
0012+25
0012+50
0012+?5
0013+00
0.013+25

0.008760 0 .006004 0.003327
0,0r0276 0.007?r7 0.004?05
0.00s787 0.00494r 0.003622
0.005906 0.00s000 0.003740
0.025236 0.0r67s2 0.008031
0.034'¡24 0.020669 0.008189
0.010787 0.007835 0.0ö4744
0 .013484 0 ,0093rr 0,005236
0.010709 0.007?17 Q.OO4'124
0.0r0709 0.007677 0.004?64

0.001693
0.0027s6
0.002559
0 .0021 r7
0.00366r-
0.002795
0.002795
0.00283s
0.002795
0.002894

FIGURE 8 Sample listíng of DEF.OUT fite.
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r"rGURE 9 chart for establishing load restrietlons hased on a qualitative
evaluation of pavement structural condition.
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a rational evaluation of load restrictions both with and without
deflection data. The collection of deflection and traffic data is

recommended, however, because the data wouldpermit a better

evaluation of the effect of different loadlimit policies.

DETERMINING PAVEMENT DAMAGE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR DIFFERENT
AXLE LOADS

Methodology

For a variefy of reasons, it sometimes becomes necessary to

determine the amount of pavement damage resulting from a

given axle load. This is often difficult because the AASHTO
load-equivalence factors are not sensitive to the effect of dif-
ferent pavement structures (8). kt this project, a procedure was

developed for estimating the amount of damage for which each

vehicle is responsible.

The principal factor involved ì¡ determining damage respon-

sibility is the expected number of applications to failure for
each axle load. As the concept of cumulative damage (Miner's
Rule) is used in the performance algorithm, if a pavement is

expected to carry 100,000 applications of a light vehicle before

failing, then each application of that vehicle consumes

1/100,000 of the pavement life (or 0.001 percent). However, if
only 1,000 applications of a heavy vehicle are required to make

the same pavement fail, then each heavy vehicle application

consumes 1/1,000 (or 0,1 percent) of the pavement life. By
multiplying the percentage of pavement damage per vehicle

application by the actual number of applications, the total

damage caused by that vehicle can be determined.

The percentage of damage responsibility can be converted to

cost responsibility by considering the cost of rehabilitating a

certain roadway. For example, if the cost of rehabilitating a

secondary road is $50,000/lane mi, and a vehicle is determined
to cause 0.0003 percent damage per application, then the cost

associated with each application of that vehicle would be

TRANSP ORTATI ON RESEARCH RECORD 1 123

$so,ooo . lT# = g0.15/mi/vehicle

If the computer program is not used, then Figure 10 can be

used to estimate the percentage of damage for a¡r axle with a

given load per tire. Curves are provided for two example

pavements, one medium-quality and one poor-quality pave-

ment, Details on the assumptions for these pavement exiìmples

are given in the preceding section.

Application Examples

To demonstrate the use of the procedure in determining damage

responsibility, a load-limit analysis was performed on three

sample pavements. The th¡ee examples are actual pavement

sections that are part of the 1-mi pavement loop of the Pennsyl-

vania Tiansportation Research facilities at Pennsylvania State

University (9). Deflection measurements from the pavement

sections were used in the procedure as was also the following
thickness information:

Thickness of Thickness of
Asphalt Con- Granular
crete (in.) Base (in.)

Section 1 5.5 6

Section 2 7.5 6

Section 3 9.5 6

A traffic rate of 2,500 AADT was used in the example, using

the default load distribution given in Figure 3.

The results showing the time to failure versus the tire load

Iimit for the three pavement section examples are given in
Figure 11. It is interesting to note that the predicted pavement

performance for Section 3 is the one affected most by the

change in axle load limit. This is due to the fact that Section I
is probably under-designed for the chosen traffic level and the

pavement fails relatively early regardless of the load limit.
Of primary interest in this example is the determination of

damage responsibility, as shown in Figure 12. The results
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FIGURE 10 Contribution to pavement failure of various tire loads for two
example pavement structures.
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FIGURE 11 Pavement time to failure as a function of
tire load limit.
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FIGURE 12 Pavement damage responsibility ås a
function of tire load limit.

indicate that in Section L the damage caused by each load
application is far more sensitive to the load magnirude rhan in
Section 2 or 3. The marginal damage (rate of increase in
pavement damage) is represented by the slope of the curves
shown in Figure 12.

Cost-Allocation Considerations

In cost-allocation procedures where costs are assessed to road
users according to their associated damage responsibility, the
marginal damage is often used as a method to determine margi-
nal cost for a particular axle load. If this methodology were
used with the information from Figure 12, the cost allocation
determined from marginal damage would be much higher for
Section 1 than for Section 3. This would indicate that heavy
trucks operating on thin pavements should be assessed higher
costs than the same trucks operating on thick pavements.

However, what is not being taken into consideration in the
above methodology is the initial construction cost. Section 3

9'l

may have small marginal damage associated with heavy load
applications, but Section 3 may have been far more costly to
construct than Section 1, so the higher marginal cost of mainte-
nance in Section 1 may be offset by the higher initial cost of
Section 3. This emphasizes the fact that total cost, and not
simply rehabilitation and user costs, should be considered
when determining cost responsibility.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has 44,000 mi of roads
under its jurisdiction. About two-thirds of these are secondary
roads which, in other states, would be the responsibility of local
governments. Because the majority of these roads have pave-
ments with limited structural capacity, the state has the au-
thority to restrict axle loads if it is believed that those axle loads
would result in excessive damage to the pavement structure, In
Pennsylvania, the posting of load limits below the legal max-
imum occurs on a year-round basis for some roads, as well as

on a seasonal (spring load restriction) basis for others.
The main purpose of this research project was to develop

rational guidelines for the posting of load limits in Pennsyl-
vania, To evaluate the effect of axle loads under a variety of
conditions, a theoretipal analysis was conducted that consid-
ered various load magnitudes and configurations for different
pavement thicknesses and material properties. In this analysis
the effect ofsubgrade strain was studied, using the elastic-layer
program BISAR. It was found that axle configuration (i.e.,
single-, tandem-, and triple-axle assemblies) did not signifi-
cantly affect pavement response, provided that the load per tire
remained the same.

Following the analysis of axle loads, a performance model
based on compressive strain at the top of the subgrade was
developed. To accommodate Pennsylvania's deflection-mea-
suring equipment, a procedure was developed that estimates
the subgrade strain from measurements taken with either the
road rater or the FWD. In this way, the new procedure uses
deflection measurements to predict pavement performance for
a given level of traffic.

A microcomputer program was written that incorporates the
new procedure and includes a default traffic stream that is
typical ofsecondary roads. The program generates information
conceming predicted years to failure for different load limits.
Thi's enables the user to quantitafively consider the effects of
axle load limits on pavement deterioration,

In addition to the microcomputer program, a simple figure
was developed to allow engineers to estimate the effects of
imposing different load limits in the absence of deflection
measurements. A second figure was developed that indicates
the portion of the pavement damage that caused by a particular
axle load. With this information, the engineer can determine the
appropriate charges to be assessed to heavy haulers for permits
and bonds.

An example application was presented wherein a loadlimit
analysis was conducted on three different pavement sections,
The analysis indicated more damage responsibility for heavy
loads on thin pavements than on thick pavements, as would be
expected. However, cost allocation based on marginal pave_
ment damage can be misleading if the initial cost of con_
struction is not considered.
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The load-limit analysis procedure presented in this paper can

be a valuable tool in the evaluation of axle load limits and axle-

damage responsibility.
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